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My Home is Your Workplace  
 
The children:  
*A home lacking in understanding and respect  
*High adaptive demands  
*Underprovided safety and support 

 
The workplace: 
*High turnover and frequent changes in leaders  
*High health related absence  
*High level of personal conflict  
*Low job-‐satisfaction 

 
= inexpedient psychosocial care 
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Knowledge by itself is insufficient  

 

Quality improving changes (change of practice)  

-‐  intrapersonal   

-‐  interpersonal 

-‐  organizational  
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A conceptual framework for describing the 
barriers preventing employees from applying 
their knowledge of good practice is missing 
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  Investigate how inexpedient psychosocial care 
for unaccompanied refugee children is 
developed and sustained in public care 
institutions  
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*focus group interviews   

*transcribed for qualitative content analysis            
using QMA software program  

*data analyzed for extracting concepts    

*identifying categories and sub-‐categories 

*to increase validity, interpretations, 
categorizations, and condensations were tested 
in feedback interview  
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* identifying two interacting subsystems: 

     -‐ Qualify    -‐ Care 

 

Tools: 
Change relation 
-  teaching 
-  restraining 
-  correcting   
-  organizing 

Subject: 
Employees that 

 
Subject: 

 

Rules: 
-  instruction  
-  guidelines 
- consequences 
- procedures  
 
 

Common object : 
adolescent 
interchanging amid 
qualifying and caring 

Outcome: 
randomnes, 

discontinuity, 
reactivity    

 

Tools: 
Ambassador relation 
 - supporting and encouraging 
-   understanding 
-   advocating  
 -  listening 

Community:  
 leader, part of staff 

Object:  
Qualifying 
 the adolescent 
 
 
 
 
Division of 
labour:  
- between 
professions 
- between the 
ones defining the 
program and the 
ones executing 

Object:  
Understanding 
the adolescent 

 
 
 
 
 

Division of 
labour: 

-horizontal 
structure 
- informal 

leaders 
 

 Community: 
 

 - part of staff 

Rules: 
 - informal rules  
 - common sense / intuition 
 - private rules 
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Practice altering competence might materialize 
in situations where participants become aware 
of tension creating contradictions 

 

And through reflection and discource try to 
resolve these  
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Implementation of practice expanding or practice changing competence 
will, in addition to theoretical and methodical knowledge, require: 
 
 
*Reflections regarding personal trajectories and sensitivities 
*Reflections regarding personal social identity  
*Language analysis and discussions concerning the pre-‐understanding 

and bias found in day-‐to-‐day language 
*Qualifying efforts toward constructive and open communication  
*Reflection regarding methological choices contributing to the local 

organizational culture  
*Employees valuing diversity among the staff as a necessity and as a 

source of strenght in team constellations   
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